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SUMMARY In modern cryptographic systems, physical unclonable
functions (PUFs) are efficient mechanisms for many security applications,
which extract intrinsic random physical variations to generate secret keys.
The classical PUFs mainly exhibit static challenge-response behaviors and
generate static keys, while many practical cryptographic systems need re-
configurable PUFs which allow dynamic keys derived from the same cir-
cuit. In this paper, the concept of reconfigurable multi-port PUFs (RM-
PUFs) is proposed. RM-PUFs not only allow updating the keys without
physically replacement, but also generate multiple keys from different ports
in one clock cycle. A practical RM-PUFs construction is designed based on
asynchronous clock and fabricated in TSMC low-power 65 nm CMOS pro-
cess. The area of test chip is 1.1 mm2, and the maximum clock frequency
is 0.8 GHz at 1.2 V. The average power consumption is 27.6 mW at 27◦C.
Finally, test results show that the RM-PUFs generate four reconfigurable
128-bit secret keys, and the keys are secure and reliable over a range of
environmental variations such as supply voltage and temperature.
key words: RM-PUFs, reconfigurable, Multi-port, asynchronous clock,
65 nm

1. Introduction

Physical unclonable functions (PUFs) provide a basis for
many securities and digital rights management protocols,
e.g., smart cards, credit cards, radio frequency identifica-
tion (RFID) tags, value papers, chips, security cameras, etc.
PUF-based security approaches have numerous compara-
tive strengths with respect to traditional cryptography-based
techniques, including resilience against physical and side
channel attacks and suitability for lightweight protocols [1].
Research works have been carried out for developing PUFs
circuit. Arbiter-based physical unclonable functions exploit
the statistical delay variation of wires and transistors across
integrated circuits (ICs) in manufacturing processes to build
unclonable secret keys [2]. Truly unclonable tokens PUFs
are introduced by Pappu et al. [3]. These tokens are so com-
plex that it is infeasible to fully read out the data contained
in a token. This makes PUFs suitable for online protocols as
well as verification involving physical probing by untrusted
devices. Skoric B analyses capacitive physical unclonable
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functions by information theoretic [4]. Holcomb presents
a system of fingerprint extraction and random numbers in
SRAM (FERNS) that harvests static identity and random-
ness from existing volatile CMOS memory without requir-
ing any dedicated circuitry [5]. Ying Su designs a 128-bit,
1.6 pJ/bit, 96% stable chip identification generation circuit
utilizing process variations in a 0.13 µm CMOS process [6].
Ulrich Ruhrmair proposes the new concept a “SHIC PUF”,
where SHIC stands for super high information content [7].

However, the classical PUFs exhibit static challenge-
response behaviors and generate static keys. The private key
generation by PUFs is vulnerable against replay attacks. For
example, the encrypted data stored in a memory can be re-
placed by other data with the same private key. In order
to resistant the replay attacks, the encrypted data can be
encrypted with dynamic keys. Instead of using static key
generation, reconfigurable PUFs generate dynamic public-
private key pairs for cryptographic systems. In this pa-
per, the concept of reconfigurable multi-port PUFs (RM-
PUFs) is proposed. RM-PUFs allow updating the key with-
out physically replace and generating multiple keys from
different ports. A practical RM-PUFs construction is de-
signed and fabricated in Taiwan Semiconductor Manufac-
turing Company (TSMC) low-power 65 nm CMOS process.
The RM-PUFs eliminate the stated PUFs limitations and
generate four 128-bit secret keys in one chip. The test chip
has an area of 1.1 mm2, and has a peak clock frequency
of 0.8 GHz at 1.2 V. The average power consumption is
27.6 mW. Finally, measured results show that the keys gen-
erated from RM-PUFs are secure and reliable over a practi-
cal range of environmental variations such as supply voltage
and temperature.

This paper is organized as following: The related
works of PUFs have been introduced in Sect. 2. The model
of RM-PUFs is discussed in Sect. 3. The circuit architecture
of RM-PUFs is discussed in Sect. 4. The chip fabrication
and measurement results are proposed in Sect. 5. Security
analysis and evaluation are discussed in Sect. 6. Finally, the
conclusion is given in Sect. 7.

2. Related Works

Physical unclonable functions map input challenges to out-
put responses using a function determined by the inherent
variations of intrinsic random physical variations. In 2002,
the primary notion of PUFs was achieved by Pappu et al.
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and reported in journal SCIENCE [3]. Their initial targeted
PUFs platform was an optical coherence system. Integrated
circuit identifiers (ICIDs) are completely static features that
provide excellent accounting mechanisms, while basically
have no security features. A significant practical step to
enable instantaneous and widespread application of PUFs
concept was proposal of Gassend et al. who leverage sili-
con manufacturing variability and had implemented experi-
ments that reliable authentication of individual FPGA can be
performed even in the presence of significant environmental
variations [8], [9]. These works motivated several silicon
PUFs that use various mechanisms to extract a secret. The
most prominent examples of electrical PUFs include arbiter
PUFs [2], ring oscillator PUFs [10], memory-based PUFs
[5], [11], glitch PUFs [12] and coating PUFs [13]. Besides,
the application domain of PUFs is much larger. PUFs can
be powerful candidates for creation of the new generation
of security and cryptographically protocols that are intrinsi-
cally more resilient against physical and side channel attacks
[13]. This wide range of PUFs applications has one ramifi-
cation: significantly more stringent operation and security
requirements [14]. There are also conceptually sharply dif-
ferent mechanisms for PUFs [15]–[17].

Unfortunately, the proposed silicon PUFs often is sub-
ject to significant security vulnerabilities. For example, the
states of PUFs are limited by the hardware and the PUFs
generate only one bit data per clock cycle. In this work,
the concept of reconfigurable multi-port PUFs is proposed.
RM-PUFs not only allow updating the keys without physi-
cally replace, but also generate multiple keys from different
ports in one clock cycle. Instead of using static key gener-
ation, RM-PUFs generate dynamic public-private key pairs
for cryptographic systems.

3. The Model and Architecture of RM-PUFs

The notion of RM-PUFs can be defined as a set of physical
systems presented by the elements (S , F, N, C, R0R1 . . .Rn)
with state space S , function space F, number ports space N,
challenge space C, response space R0R1 . . .Rn. The secret
keys of RM-PUFs depend on both the physical properties
of the circuit and the state space S maintained in a non-
volatile memory. And the secret keys can be dynamically
changed after it has been deployed by updating its state S .
An instantiation model of RM-PUFs F(N,R(S ,C)) has been
discussed as the following function.

R (c)← F (N,R (S ,C)) , R (c) ∈ R0R1 . . .Rn (1)

Note that R(c) ∈ R0R1 . . .Rn implies that a completely
new unclonable physical system (challenge-response pairs)
is generated. The space keys are judged by state space S
and challenge space C. And the cryptographic systems can
select the number of output ports by reconfiguration con-
trol circuit. RM-PUFs combine a reconfigurable physical
unclonable function and a multiple ports network circuit.
The architecture of RM-PUFs is shown in Fig. 1. The re-
configuration control circuit provides the challenge signal

Fig. 1 The architecture of RM-PUFs.

C and number ports N. The input circuit maintains a state
S , which is stored in non-volatile memory. The process
consists of an input transformation function mapin() and
an output transformation function mapout(). Input circuit
computes x mapin(C, S), random physical variations circuit
evaluates y PUF(x), and output circuit returns R mapout(y,
N). The implementing reconfigure feature of RM-PUFs by
changing the current state S to a new state S ∗, and the im-
plementing multiple ports feature of RM-PUFs by N ports
component and suitable network circuit out().
Setup: The cryptographic systems sets up RM-PUFs by
choosing state space S , challenge space C, and number ports
space N.
Phase I: Challenge space C is allowed to rconf() of the RM-
PUFs at the first step. At the end of rconf(), challenge C
maintains in a non-volatile memory that is used as input to
mapin(). The output of mapin() is set as the challenge of
random physical variations PUF() during phase I.
Reconfiguration: S reconfigures the RM-PUFs by input
circuit state(), which updates the internal RM-PUFs from
state S to state S ∗.
Phase II: Number ports space N is allowed to rconf() of the
RM-PUFs at the second step. Number ports N is used as
input to mapout(). The input of mapout() is the response of
random physical variations PUF() during phase II.
Output: Finally, the output network circuit out() outputs N
pairs challenge/response (c∗, r∗) of the RM-PUFs.

4. The Circuit Design of RM-PUFs

According to the model and architecture of RM-PUFs, we
propose a scheme of implemental construction. The block
diagram is shown in Fig. 2. RM-PUFs consist of the four
fundamental building blocks: (i) input logic network, (ii)
random physical variation PUFs, (iii) output logic network,
and (iv) wire interconnect network. In the RM-PUFs, the
random physical variations are implemented by the asyn-
chronous clocks, and the multiple ports component is im-
plemented by register file.
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Fig. 2 The block diagram of RM-PUFs.

Fig. 3 The circuit of VCO: (a) Differential delay cell, (b) Level Shift, (c)
Duty Cycle, (d) Blocks of the VCO.

4.1 Asynchronous Clocks

Asynchronous clocks are consisted of a high frequency
clock clock f and a low frequency clock clock s. The clock f
is provided by a Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO). The
clock s is provided by a global clock. We develop VCO
through full-custom design under standard 65 nm CMOS
process. The schematic of VCO is shown in Fig. 3. There
are four blocks: Oscillator, Level Shift, Duty Cycle and Fre-
quency Divider.
Oscillator: Oscillator is implemented by the ring of differ-
ential delay cell. The frequency of the Oscillator fosc is [18]:

fosc = 1/(2M · TD) (2)

Where TD is the delay time of one Differential delay cell, M
is the number of differential delay cells in the ring Oscillator
(M= 9 in this design). The schematic of Differential delay
cell is shown in Fig. 3(a). The voltage Vctr control the delay
time TD. Due to the manufacturing variability, the differ-
ent test chips may have different frequencies under the same
Vctr.
Level Shift: The high voltage of Oscillator is Vctr, while

Fig. 4 Block diagram of register file.

Vdd is required in the system. There are two Lever Shifts
in the VCO. And the schematic of Lever Shift is shown in
Fig. 3(b). When Xn = Vss, M4 is open, and in a =Vss; When
Xn = Vctr, M3 is open, and in a = Vdd.
Duty Cycle: Duty Cycle is also an important specification
in the applications of VCO. The schematic of Duty Cycle
is shown in Fig. 3(c). The principle can be described as:
When in a is Vdd , M5 and P5 are both open, and out = Vdd.
When in a changes to Vss, out will keep on the high voltage
until in b turns to Vdd . When in b is Vdd, M6 and P6 are both
open, and out = Vss, When in b changes to Vss, out will keep
on the low voltage until in a turns to Vdd . Because in a and
in b are differential signal, the duty cycle will be 50%.
Frequency Divider: Frequency Divider is composed by 64
inverters chain, and is used to divide the frequency of VCO.

4.2 Register File

RM-PUFs employ a register file to implement multiple ports
characteristic. And the 4R2W register file is developed
through full-custom design in standard 65 nm CMOS pro-
cess. The 4R2W register file includes Decoder, Cell array
and Output circuit. The block diagram is shown in Fig. 4
[19].

Two-stage static decoder technique is adopted for high
performance and low power, as shown in Fig. 4. Each word
line driver consists of a single large device capable to drive
one port of Cell Bank. An active sense amplifier is used
to convert the voltage difference on a pair of read bit lines
into an output differential voltage. After that, each read port
contains a set of output latches to capture the output data.

4.3 Circuit Design of RM-PUFs

In this subsection, we describe the system that efficiently ex-
tracts intrinsic frequency deviation between asynchronous
clocks as a function of PUFs caused by silicon manufactur-
ing variability. The RM-PUFs unit is shown in Fig. 5. The
input signals are Enable, Data, Address, clock f and clock s.
The output signals are Output0, Output1. . . Outputn−1, Out-
putn. Where, clock f is provided by VCO and clock s is
provided by Global clock.

The schematic of one port path for RM-PUFs is shown
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Fig. 5 The RM-PUFs unit: (a) The symbol of RM-PUFs, (b) Schematic
of one port path for RM-PUFs.

Fig. 6 The circuit of four ports 128 bits RM-PUFs.

in Fig. 5(b), including three flip-flops: launch, sample, and
capture. A transition is invoked by the launch flip-flop at the
combinatorial register file input. The output of the register
file is sampled by VCO clock later and stored by the sam-
ple flip-flop. The sampled value is captured by Global clock
and the result is recorded by the capture flip-flop. The output
logic value is determined by input data and frequency devia-
tion between asynchronous clocks. Because of the manufac-
turing variability, the different test chips may have different
frequencies under the same control voltage. The final output
reflects the intrinsic manufacturing variability of silicon.

In this work, we design RM-PUFs with asynchronous
clocks and register file. The circuit architecture of four
ports 128-bit RM-PUFs are shown in Fig. 6. X00, X01, X02,
X03 . . .X28, X29, X30, X31 are the input data of system in-
cluding privacy keys and address information. These data
initially are stored in internal memory through input inter-
face. The internal memory can be divided as: Privacy key 1,
Privacy key 2, Address 1, Address 2, Address 3, Address 4.
Then, the privacy keys are written into register file by con-
trol circuit and launch flip flop under global clock. If the En-

Fig. 7 The data path of four ports 128 bits RM-PUFs.

able is high, register file read out the privacy keys to sample
flip flop in serial from the different port under clock f. Also,
a counter is controlled by Enable signal and works under
clock f. When counter reaches N, the data stored in sample
flip flop is record in capture flip-flop. The output of RM-
PUFs is stored in stored in memory, which is PUFs data 1,
PUFs data 2, PUFs data 3, PUFs data 4. Finally, Y00, Y01,
Y02, Y03 . . .Y28, Y29, Y30, Y31 keys are output through output
interface.

Sample flip-flops receive the privacy keys from the four
output ports of the register file, such as data S0, data S1,
data S2, and data S3. The data B00, B01, B02, B03 . . . B3c,
B3d, B3e, B3 f are sampled by Sample flip-flops and trans-
mitted one by one with clock f. In this circuit, we have re-
alized four data paths, as shown in Fig. 7. Also, the privacy
keys of each port can be set different. At the some time, the
data Output0, Output1, Output2, and Output3 are recorded
Capture flip-flops with clock s. The output data of Capture
flip-flops are defined as the keys of RM-PUFs.

5. Chip Fabrication and Measurement Results

We fabricated RM-PUFs test chips with TSMC 65 nm low-
power CMOS technology. Figure 8 shows the die photo-
graph of the test chip, along with Register file, VCO, Core
and others [19]. The die area is 1400 µm × 784 µm. The fea-
ture of the fabricated coprocessor is summarized in Fig. 8.
The chip is fully synthesized from Verilog, except the VCO
and Register file which are implemented by full custom de-
sign. There are 34 I/O pads along the die periphery, of which
20 pads are signal pads and the others are power pads.

The viability of the RM-PUFs is related to the environ-
ments where the circuit will be used. This section explores
the potential influence of supply voltage on the output of
RM-PUFs. The reliability of the challenge-response behav-
iors of RM-PUFs against supply voltage variations is an im-
portant measure of quality for PUFs that may be applied in
a voltage-varying environment. To evaluate the reliability
of the RM-PUFs against supply voltage variations, we mea-
sured four 128-bit on a test chip under VCO 680 MHz and
780 MHz at 27◦C. The result is shown in Fig. 9. We have
not found the data is changed under different supply voltage
conditions, and the reliability achieves about 100%. So, it
shows great robust feature against supply voltage variations.

To evaluate the reliability of the MPUF against temper-
ature variations, we measured 128-bit on a test chip under
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Fig. 8 Micrograph of the RM-PUFs.

Fig. 9 Frequency versus VDD.

temperatures from 0 to 100◦C at 1.2 V. The results are shown
in Table 1. We have not found the data is changed under dif-
ferent temperature conditions, and the reliability achieves
about 100%. So, it shows great robust feature against tem-
perature variations.

Table 1 shows the output keys codes in hexadecimal
format form RM-PUFs for all 4 test chips. Tables 2 and 3
are the calculated Hamming distance result from the output
keys of RM-PUFs. Table 2 shows the measured numerical
Hamming distance between 16 keys under privacy keys 1.
Table 3 shows the measured numerical Hamming distance
between 16 keys under privacy keys 2. Figure 10 shows the
measured histogram of the measured numerical Hamming
distance between 16 keys under privacy keys 1. Figure 11
shows the measured histogram of the measured numerical
Hamming distance between 16 keys under privacy keys 2.
In addition, the theoretical ideal Hamming distance distri-
bution is plotted for comparison.

6. Security Analysis and Evaluation of RM-PUFs

The characteristics of RM-PUFs is not only classical PUFs
robust, physically unclonable, unpredictable, but also recon-
figurable and multiple ports. RM-PUFs improve security
by amending PUFs with privacy keys that changes the chal-
lenge/response pairs. An adversary might be able to obtain
the encrypted state with invasive means and even try to over-
write internal state with this encrypted state. However, he
will not be successful as the RM-PUFs derived authentica-
tion keys will have been updated. It should be noted that
appropriate countermeasures must be taken to protect the
privacy keys. Power analysis attacks exploit the data de-
pendency of the power consumption of cryptographic de-

Table 1 The keys codes in hexadecimal format for RM-PUFs.
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Table 2 Measured numerical Hamming distance under privacy keys 1.

Table 3 Measured numerical Hamming distance under privacy keys 2

Fig. 10 Measured numerical Hamming distance under privacy keys 1. Fig. 11 Measured numerical Hamming distance under privacy keys 2.
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Table 4 The comparison with others’ implementations.

vices. RM-PUFs improve security by processing multiple
keys in one clock cycle to reduce dependency between keys
and power.

The keys of RM-PUFs are assigned randomly. Thus,
there is a possibility of key code collision within a given
number of chips, even if all bits in the key code are sta-
ble. Modeling the key collision probability is important for
investigating the security of RM-PUFs. The probability of
key collision across chips can be represented as [20]:

Pcollision = 1 −
Y∏

n=1

(
1 − n − 1

2x

)
(3)

This probability model assumes the number of chips (Y) is
smaller than the total number of available key codes 2x — a
reasonable assumption with a 128-bit key length. The key
collision probability for a 128-bit key code versus different
number of chips is highly reliable since the key collision
probability is vanishingly small.

Key characteristics of implemented RM-PUFs are
summarized in Table 4. Frequency and reliability of our
design are best in class. Our design is the first reported in
reconfigurable and multi-port PUFs that allows updating the
keys without physically replace, and generates multiple keys
from different ports in one clock cycle.

7. Conclusion

From characteristics of register file and principles of process
variation, a new design scheme for reconfigurable multi-port
PUFs is proposed in this paper. The RM-PUFs circuit which
utilizing asynchronous clock and register file is designed
and fabricated in a TSMC low-power 65 nm CMOS process.
The RM-PUFs eliminate the stated PUF limitations and gen-
erate multiple secret keys in one chip. RM-PUFs not only
allow updating the keys without physically replacement, but
also generate multiple keys from different ports in one clock
cycle. A practical RM-PUFs construction is designed based
on asynchronous clock and fabricated in TSMC low-power
65 nm CMOS process. The test chip has an area of 1.1 mm2,
and has a peak clock frequency of 0.8 GHz at 1.2 V. The
average power consumption is 27.6 mW at 27◦C. Finally,
measured results show the RM-PUFs generate four recon-
figurable 128-bit secret keys, and the keys are secure and re-

liable over a range of environmental variations such as tem-
perature and power supply voltage.
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